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Infotech Company Profile 
  
Founded in 1991, Infotech is a 3100 people software services company 

with core competencies in geographic information systems (GIS), 
engineering design and IT services. We specialize in software services and 

solutions in these areas for the utilities, telecommunications, 

manufacturing, transportation, government and retail markets. 

 
Infotech is a CMMi level 5 company and is also certified to ISO 

9001:2000 standards. We are publicly listed and have enjoyed equity 

participation from several globally reputed investors. 

 
The Infotech group of companies consists of: 

 

Advanced Graphics Software GmbH 

Infotech Aerospace Services Inc 
Infotech Enterprises Ltd 

Infotech Enterprises Europe Ltd 

Infotech Software Solutions Inc 

VARGIS. 

Infotech Enterprises Ltd. is the first Indian software services companies to 

make successful acquisitions in Europe. It has taken over companies in UK 

and Germany and has been credited for forming a fully owned subsidiary 

in the US. It offers engineering, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
and IT services. It caters to a wide range of industries - aerospace, 

automotive, energy, government, marine, rail, retail, telecom and utilities. 

 

The company has established its development centre in February 2007 in 

Kakinada at the newly developed STPI facility. It has also, entered into 
joint venture with HAL and Geospace Integra. The company is listed in 

200 Best Under a Billion of Forbes Asia – a listing of 200 fastest growing 

companies in the Asia Pacific Region. 

 
Infotech invites new ideas from all levels and areas of operation. It has a 

carefully crafted performance management and measurement system that 

recognises the sparks in individual associates and prepares them to 

shoulder higher responsibilities. 

The company was founded in 1991 and is headquartered in Hyderabad, 

India. 
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They have development centers at Delhi, Hyderabad, Noida, Mumbai, 

Bangalore. 

SERVICES : 
-Engineering Design 

-Geographic Information Systems 

-IT Services 
-Electronic Design Services 

-Offshore Outsourcing. 

Headquarters Mahbūbnagar Area, India 

Industry Information Technology and Services 

Type Privately Held 

Status Operating 

Company Size 5,000 employees 

2007 Revenue 5,425 mil [INR] (50%) 

Founded 1991 

Contact 

Plot No 11  
Software Units Layouts  

Infocity  

Madhapur 

Hyderabad,  
Andhra Pradesh 500033 

India 

For more details please visit www.infotech-enterprises.com 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

http://www.infotech-enterprises.com/
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12  January  2011  Paper 

 

1.Wriiten 

2.GD 

3.Tech interview  

4.HR 

 
1.written 

45 questions....45 minutes.... 

 
1st section quants... topics covered are allegations,ratios,time 

and work,time and distance,races,probability...allegation probs 

be well prepared....practice from indiabix.com few questions do 

repeat from that site....near about 20 questions are asked in 

this section.... 

 

2nd section data interpretation....10Q....bar graphs,pie diagram 
etc etc.... 

 

3rd section verbal ability..GRE level words...their 

antonyms,synonyms....fill up the blanks..... 

last section was reading comprehension.... 

 
for us 45 and above percentile was d cut off.....may b it keeps 

changing with d venue...i got 56.... 

 

2.GD 

Near about 8 and above are involved in discussion.... 
how gd is evaluated at infotech.... initiative, conclusion, 

leadership, listening ability each has got diff weightage...and ur 

given marks for that....how long it lasts for....15 to 25 

minutes..... 
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3.Tech interview 

 

eee/ece/it/cse/mech/aero etc wil b questioned by the same 

group interviewer...i mean diff panels are available for diff 

groups.....they are testing your technical abilities to the core... 

 

 

Q.what should a non-it candidate should prepare? 

ans:his/her core subjects and there is always a chance for 
asking c,c++,java if they are included in ur academic schedule. 

 

Q.how is a tech interview evaluated....? 

ans.the interviewer give marks for ur technical skills on a 20 

point scale..the options available here are 4 8 12 16 20..he can 

select one out of it....personal skills/interaction on a 10 point 

scale....2 4 6 8 20 

In our case a candidate must get 20 to get promoted to the 

next round i.e hr...i got 18....12 and 6..... 

How long it lasts for....20 minutes to 1 hour....for me it was 50 
minutes.... 

 

4.HR 

 
One of my friend attended the hr.....it generally lasts for 10-20 

minutes...questions asked here are about d company..so b 

prepared with it....and at every stage of ur interview know the 

name of d person whoz interviewing you....here ends your 

journey.... 

 

all d best .....I havent made it.....Iwish u should make 

it.....takecare..... 
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INFOTECH PAPER AT HYDERABAD 

 
WRITTEN TEST:  

SECTION-1:  quant( from R.S agarwal...) 

topics coverd are----Allegation and Mixers,boats and 
streams,Ages,Time and distance ,Time and work ,%'s and also 

clock problems........ 

SECTION -2: Logical Reasoning(they hav given 3 blood relation  

problems) 

SECTION-3:  Antonyms  (10) 

SECTION-4:  Synonyms (10) 

SECTION-5:  Data interpretaion--(  work out data interpretaion 
problems in R S Agarwal book...its more than enough) this 

section  is of 10 i think so...   

Thats all the written test...Time management is important 

here... 

Bcoz there is a SECTION wise cutoff in test.....so plsss...go 

through all the sections... 

 

II round is GROUP DISCUSSION: 

My toipc was--- WOMENS ROLE IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

some other G.D ..topics on tht day  --- 

1. IS CHINA A THREAT TO INDIA .. 

2. AMERICA WAR ON IRAN ..almost all  are SATYAM GD 
topics... 
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III round is TECH interview:  

OK.. any way .. 

ALL THE BEST for  

colorfull future... 
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14  March  2008 Paper 
 

1. The unit of  force in S I  system of units is 

 

A. dyne B. Kilogram  C. Newton   D. Watt      ans C 

 

2. the angle bet two forces when the resultant is max and min 

respectively are 

 

A. 0 and 180 B. 180 and 0   C. 90 and 180  D. 90 and 0   ans. 

90 and 180 (I guess) 
 

3.  which of the following is a proper sequence 

 

Ans: Yielding,  proportionality limit,  elastic limit,  Failure 

 

4.Whenever a material is loaded with in elastic limit stress is 

………….strain 

 

Ans:  Directly proportional 
 

5. The Strain energy stored in a spring when subjected to max 

load, with out permanent distortion…… 

 

Ans: Proof resilience  (Doubt) 

 

6. A definite area or space where some TD process takes place 

is….. 

 

Ans.  Thermodynamic cycle (Doubt) 
 

7. The absolute 0 temp is taken as 

 

Ans. -273 deg cent 
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8. The measurement of a TD Ppty known as temp is based on 

 

A 0th law of TD  B. 1st law  C. 2nd law D. None 

 

9. A close vessel made of steel and   used for generation of 

steam is… 

 

Ans.  Steam boiler 

 
10. When the circulation of water in a boiler is by a centrifugal 

pump then the boier is known as 

 

1.Internaly fired  

2.Externally fired  

3.Natural circulation Boiler  

4.Forced circulation boiler 

 

11. Which boiler is best suited to meet fluctuation demand of 

steam 
 

1.locomotive  

2.Lancashire  

3.Cornish  

4.Babcock and Wilcox 

 

12. In a 4 stroke engine the sequence of operations is 

 

Ans.  Suction, Compression, Expansion and Exhaust 
 

13. Stochiometric ratio is 

 

14. Diesel as compared to Petrol is  

 

Ans. More difficult to Ignite 
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15. Eulers EQN can be used for  

 

Ans. All of the above 

 

16. Only Rocket engines can be propelled to space because 

 

Ans. They can generate very high Thrust 

 

17. The actual power supplied by the engine crank shaft is 
called 

 

Ans.  Brake Power. 

 

I think this much is enough to pass 

GD topics  

Role of money in politics.  

Impact of movies on real life. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


